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IOGRAPHY

(1980) Italian independent artist, performer and researcher, with specific

experience in the field of Art, Science and Interaction. He is currently

exploring the borders between Third Theatre and Performance Art,

developing site-specific and audience-specific performances, Relational

Artworks, Public Art and Visual Art.

Starting from Art and Science as ways of Knowledge, he is cooperating

with Prof. Ninkovic (Faculty of Ecology, University of Uppsala) for a SciArt

research project about plant communication.

After graduating in Pharmaceutical Chemistry, he completed his studies

with a Master in Bioethics and then an interdisciplinary Master in Cognitive

Systems and Interactive Media at the University Pompeu Fabra. He is

trained as actor as part of the independent theatre company Aulò teatro

(www.auloteatro.it), and as artist working with curator Silvia Petronici

(https://silviapetronici.tumblr.com/). Among the many workshops he

studied with Eugenio Barba and Julia Varley (Odin Teatret), with Gary

Brakett (Living Theatre), Luigi Maria Musati, Mario Barzaghi.

In parallel to the artistic activity he deals with cultural design, conceiving

and organizing innovative formats, see the page:

https://antonioirre.com/design/





TATEMENT

Inhale, exhale.

Internalise, metabolize, expel.

This is the principle of Art.

Experimenting with different learning processes (science,

technology, spirituality, arts) has helped me develop a holistic

approach that allows me to explore the changing facets of being.

I am fascinated with living beings. Bunch of cells that constantly

adapts. Micro and macro-worlds, interconnected into complexity.

I am interested in the here-and-now, therefore I prefer to work on

performance art, relational art and site-specific art.

By using different techniques, I keep challenging them to move

forward in the tightrope walk of life, to avoid falling in the abyss

of my obsessions.





ORKS

ERFORMATIVE



o not step on

Fridericianum, Kassel, June 2022

For OVERLAPPING KASSEL festival.

11 wooden sticks, 1 wooden spoon.

Total surface area of the environment.



In front of the iconic Fredericianum, during DOCUMENTA 15, I 

was able to perform an homage to «Defence of Nature» by 

Joseph Beuys. 

The action was part of OVERLAPPING KASSEL, an independent

performance art event curated by Qing Cai.

The lawn in front of the main building of Documenta Art Show is

much more similar to a sidewalk than to a green area: the grass is

very short and fragile, dried from the exceptional waves of heat

of june ’22, and many people step on it.

I felt the urgency to temporality protect a small part of the lawn, 

where some plants were trying to survive, including Taraxacum

and Lolium.

After the action, I kept protecting the «fence» for about 10 

minutes, using my body to avoid incidental stepping by 

passerbies. Then I left and when I was back after one hour, the 

fence was completely gone.

The obvious reflection is that umans do not really check where

they are stepping on, both on big or small scale.







hy are we here?

Bugasee, Kassel, June 17th, 2022

For OVERLAPPING KASSEL festival.

1 inflatable kayak, 42 3d-printed brass-colored letters, leaves.

Total surface area of the environment.



In the framework of OVERLAPPING DOCUMENTA, curated by 

Qing Cai and involving +80 artists from all over the world, 

Antonio Irre facilitated an artists’ meeting, about the deeper 

motivations of all the invited artists. Using simple techniques 

(talking stick, body-based graphs, celebration) the artists were 

able to stop for a while their active attitude and focus on their 

inner motivations, as parts of a bigger scheme, where arts 

intersect society, being Art mother and son of humanity at 

the same time.

The meeting has been closed by a performative action by 

Antonio Irre on an inflatable kayak, connecting the artists’ 

individual and collective wills and aspirations to the water, as 

source of adaptability, as sacred receiver of dreams, as 

ultimate support for life. In fact, during the workshop few

words have been distilled, printed on leaves and donated to 

the water: CONTACT, ALIVE, NATURE, SUPPORT, FAMILY, 

VICTORY.

There was also space for celebration, singing all together a 

song Antonio wrote, on the music of a ‘70s anarchic song “il 

Galeone”:

we are a charming symphony / we sing along together 

/enjoying our common destiny / thanking and celebrating

We are a charming symphony / we dream along together / 

Ovelapping and Kasseling / half pirates and half creators

So let’s raise our glasses / we sing along together / 

Ovelapping by Kassel see / stars show the way to seekers

So let’s raise our glasses / we dream along together / 

Ovelapping by Kassel see / stars show the way to seekers (x3).

.







ore

Prato della Valle, Padova, April 2022

Red and blue smoke bombs.

Video: 2’ 25’’

Performers: Antonio Irre and Federica Tavian Ferrighi

Total surface area of the environment.

.



A scenic action was held at dawn of a spring day in the middle of 

Prato della Valle, Padova (one of the biggest square in Europe) in 

which two performers redesigned the space, through the use of 

their bodies and some colored smoke bombs. The action was 

filmed and edited into a VideoArt work available to the city.

The complete video has been made available on Monday 9.5.22 

at 12.30 pm (link to youtube channel).

The eighteenth-century square has garnered international media 

attention because it is decorated with 78 statues, all of male 

figures. To a competition between males and females the artists 

preferred to counterpose a playful performance, which unites 

masculine and feminine in a contamination of colors, in a tension 

of attraction, towards an ideal collaboration.

The aim of the artists is to re-propose the performance in a 

participatory form by the citizenship, in the same square or in 

other squares, through a silent and colorful invasion, in which 

there is the possibility to meet, stop and finally look at each other 

eye to eye.

“Red and blue symbolize masculine and feminine in the 

alchemical language – explains Antonio Irre – I conceived this 

performance to wish society that gender equality is an 

unstoppable attraction between opposites, capable of drawing 

new architectures and modifying civic space thanks to their 

movement.” 

Thanks to Pier Paolo Zoli for aerial filming, Maddalena Quaggia

for video editing, ENAC and the City of Padua.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKz8ib14IGQ






fior d’acqua

PADOVA EDITION: September 29th, 2019 Porta Portello, Piovego

River, Padova, Italy.

ESTE EDITION: April 30th, 2022 Ponte della Girometta, Bisatto

River, Este, Italy.

Packraft canoe for 2 persons, Chinese bells.

Site-specific performance for one spectator at a time.

12 spectator for 20 min each.



On the 500° anniversary of Porta Portello, in Padova, a 

performance for one spectator at a time is developed, a trip on a 

inflatable canoe. The trip starts from the ancient port, floating on 

the river between historical suggestions, poetic text, and multi-

sensorial experiences. 

The show was re-written for Bisatto river in Este, dedicated to 

Reitia, an ancient feminine paleovenetian goddess.

The following is how Silvia Cegalin, art critic and writer, see the 

performance:

“Antonio Irre’s performance on the water is a metaphor of 
alchemy.
The passage from dry land, rigid, static in its immutability, to the 
oscillating flux of the water of the river is the transformation from 
a state to another. The visitor, in fact, is invited to board a canoe 
and in this change of position is is obliged to consider and feel its 
body in an intimate way. So weight, form and posture take 
meanings of new importance, since every movement, inside 
floating, will have a different reaction than on the land. The gaze 
of the guest changes too, with a modification of point of view, 
and he/she is invited to observe the city, the context and the 
scenario from a modified framing to which his/her eyes are not 
used. Irre through rowing brings his guest somewhere else. 
Starting songs, sounds, and evoking images from an ancient past, 
he guides the spectator toward the edges of unknown worlds, 
and in that magic getting lost he/she would continue to float and 
to dream on the borders of a boat that who knows where it can 
end up”. – Silvia Cegalin -







lant stillness

Firstly staged on October, 2021, SUPERMARKET ART FAIR,

Stockholm, Sweden.

Lab-created fragrances of freshly-cutten herbs, nest, plant,

bowroarer, feathers, stop-motion videos of moving plants.

Performance.

Total surface area of the environment.

Duration of the performance: 20 minutes.



A Kekekokakekokekakokeké bird protects and takes care of the 

last tree on earth. A performer and a plant share a space for a 

limited time of the day. 

A piece of Post-Theatre, where the actor enters and exits the 

character, or is the character getting brighter and turning off?

A deep, multisensorial experience for the participant: never-felt-

before fragrances, videos, stillness, dance, improvised poetry, and 

scientific explanations are the ingredients of a public 

performative meeting conducted by the artist and researcher 

Antonio Irre. In cooperation with prof. Ninkovic (Ecology Center, 

SLU) and Barbara D’Altoé (Maison Rodé).

Do plants move? How fast? Why do they move? How do they 

sense the environment? Do they share information and 

nutrients? How do they sense the sun? Are they comfortable 

with the environment? Can they communicate with each other? 

And with us?

Video available on request.







ir& Earth – Forest Bathing

April 25h, 2021 10.00 a.m., ArteNatura Villaga, Italy.

Forest of the Berici Hills, Sfera (artisanal musical instrument).

Relationship-based work + Site- Specific Performance.

Total surface area of the environment.

Duration of the performance: 2 hours.



A performative walk inside the woods of Berici Hills.

An artistic interpretation of shinrin-yoku, the technique of Forest

Bathing born in Japan in the 80’s. 

The group is invited and guided to walk into the woods, to 

activate the 5 senses, to take some time to open and feel, 

through a series of little tasks and artistic interventions. 

It includes individual exploration, couple and group exchange of 

sensations, and some artistic intervention, through text and 

music.

Play has also a great importance, which allows to get back to 

childhood, and unlock the marvellous look of children.

The walk explores the wood and the whole performance is built

according to the specificity of the locus.

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRrDIJHpbbg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRrDIJHpbbg








attedrale Sospesa 

Suspended

Chatedral
December 13th, 2020, 7 p.m., Poetic Hotel, Padova, Italy.

Scissor, Signs of Wallpapers, Blue circle (acrylic), ancient bottle of

wine, anatomical-hearth-shaped candle, analogic clock.

Relationship-based work + Installation +Performance.

Total surface area of the environment.

Duration of the performance: 4 hours.



Inside the skylight of the loft of the Poetic Hotel, a suspended 

candle is lighted, it shines, melts and gets consumed, embedding 

fragments of the different works of art displayed at the Hotel into 

the wax.

In the evening of inauguration/closing of the Hotel, the 

performer collected the fragments, prepared the floating 

installation unmounting a clock, and then observed the candle 

for all the time needed for its completed melting. Headhunter

and Vestal, Gatherer and Killer, Minister and Deceased.

The installation gives value to the arabesques left by the traces of 

an old wallpaper; the candle works as relational device, 

inextricably uniting the destiny of the works of art; the 

performance is a ritual and a tribute to Time, to the project itself 

and its makers. 

Poetic Hotel is an artistic project realized in Padova inside an 

hotel that got abandoned for more than 20 years, where 30 

artists acted and then purposely abandoned their works. The 

Hotel is not accessible to anybody. The performance were only 

seen through a live streaming on the profile of the Hotel on social 

networks. www.poetichotel.com

http://www.poetichotel.com/






embrane II

Sept 22th, 2019. Site Specific Performance, MACRO Museum of

Contemporary Art of Rome, for Nuvola Creativa Festival.

Yellow seasonal flowers, 1 white cage, 1 seasonal weed, 3

colored gel.

Site specific Performance. 10”.



In “Membrane II” Antonio Irre continues his active reflection on 

the concept of Dominion. In this performance the big red cube 

inside MACRO museum becomes a natural metaphor of it, from 

which he is got trapped and finally  succeed to escape asking for 

the intervention of the spectators. 

The following is how Domenica Giaco, art critic, see the 

performance:

“Locks, inautheticity, rigidity, constrictions, conditioning. 
Poses to which we adapt. As part of ourself. Our skin. We, 
complices of prisons, impositions. Invisible “torture” are carried 
on, silently, daily. Our spider net imprison us. We are the spider.
I loved Antonio Irre at first sight, the deepness of his restless eyes. 
Discipline, accuracy, study, research, gift of oneself, always have a 
celestial aura. He is uncatalogable excellence. An artist embracing 
different disciplines. In “Membrane II”, scenic arts and dance 
immediately reveal a total body awareness in a fluid space, 
sometimes interrupted, suffocated, as the sound is suddenly 
broken. Air hiccups, and in these hiccups the spectator fall. A 
studied harmonic disharmony that succeed in representing 
contemporary men’s neurosis, in the in intimate space and in the 
intimity of oneself’s skin, bringing to mind the choreographic 
language of Mats Ek.
Diaphragm, mind, muscles, tact, agility. The body as dynamic 
instrument, limitless. Clean, confident, skillful, cultured. 
Knowledge that doesn’t corrupt, that is, sailing knowledge to 
finally land innocent: Antonio Irre.“– Domenica Giaco -







ebulosa

Firstly staged on April 19th, ARCANO 17, Padova, Italy.

5mt x 4mt white tarp, 100 stones (painted in blue, red, yellow,

green), 10 lt of soil, Artisanal bell.

Installation/Performance. 1h 30min.



The action is inspired by the lithography «Nebulosa» By Joan

Mirò, and by the text Arcane 17, by André Breton.

Starting from a white space, the night arrives, and the nebulosa is

slowly built.

Readings by Jodorowski, Baudelaire, Majakowski, live drumming

of an artisanal bell/ball, with heavenly sound.

A surrealist action, the infinite loneliness of the human being, and

its delicate secrecy.







embrane

March 24th, Relationship-based Artwork, Final Event of X.FORMA

2019, NEO artistic space, Padova.

Red chalk sticks, 6 red chairs, 1 locker, 6 keys, 1 metal chain, 6 crib

sheets.

Installation + Site specific Performance. 10”.



The action is part of a project on Condominiums, on dominancy

and co-living: the work is site-specific, about three specific blocks

of flats which share a common square.

The action starts drawing the border between public and private,

using a red chalk, and surrounding all the area, while repeating

the mantra: «I draw the border between outside and inside / I

activate the moment of passing / I draw the border between

inside and outside / Defending the nest, opening the hearth»

Then the artist donates 6 keys to the inhabitants of the flats, using

a physical performance, in a durational collective event.. When

the six keys are given, the chairs are moved to a green area very

close to the blocks of flats, and 6 cards are given to the owner of

the keys, declaring them as the new owners of the chairs, and

asking them to find a common place where to shelter the chairs.

The performance is a wish of good co-living, but also a challenge

to take care of a common good. The physical actions are fruit of a

work of body intelligence, hanging in the balance between

borders, refusals, hospitality, concessions.







piriti sottili

Thin Spirits

June30th, July 1st, 2018, Performance by and with Federica

Marra and Antonio Irre, Villa Barbarigo Valsanzibio, Euganean

Hills, Padova.

Site specific Performance. 30”.



The performance is born from the garden of Villa Barbarigo

Valsanzibio, a senventeenth century park built for the Venetian

nobility. The garden was designed in order to be a spiritual path

and as a inner itinerary.

In order to work on the garden we explored two main aspects,

that is Silence, in its most physical sense, almost a place where

our psyche can rest and find herself; Order and Disorder, that is

the garden as a place for connecting with Nature but at the same

time as a place where man has the maximum power on it.

Starting from these themes and from Atteone, Endimione and

Diana, the deity appearing on the façade of the entrance of the

garden, we built an itinerant performance that ends at the gates

of the Villa.







lue – a study

on emphaty

July 13th, 2017, Performance by and with Federica Marra and

Antonio Irre, Centro Culturale Altinate/San Gaetano, Padova.

Performance site specific. 10”. A tambourine, a circle wrapped in

film, semi-transparent plastic cloths, acrylic painting. Total surface

area of the environment.



The scene unfolds in a circular space flanked by two balconies.

The first performer starts on the top floor, the second one on the

ground floor. The spectators are looking down from the first

floor. The two performers meet and recognize each other by

mirroring each other movements. Some colour is poured in the

cellophane wrapped circular object. From this colour the actors

mark each other and the film is unwrapped and left on the

ground.

The study was conceived during the exhibition “Come se”, based

on aesthetic and neuro-aesthetic experience, by Marta

Meneghetti. A literature review on empathy showed

ambivalence, a complete immersion in others’ feelings, but at the

same time, the constant awareness of separation, of the

recognition that the sensations actually belong to another person

with whom we search an emotional, physiological and neural

synchronization. A part of yourself, but outside yourself. In that

wonderful empathic encounter when two souls recognize and

caress each other, an internal simulation takes place and the

subjective reality, contaminated by the other, can evolve: it is

thanks to this process of comparison, imitation and separation

between the person and the community that identity is created

and modified.

Bibliography: Cuff B. (2015) The cognitive antecedents of

emphatic responding. Unpublished PhD Thesis, Coventry:

Coventry University.

Freedberg D, Gallese V. (2008) Movimento, Emozione, Empatia.

Prometeo, Anno 26, N.108, September2008.



othead – the 

ritual of metal

June 4th, 2017, Site specific performance, composed of a

performance using metallic objects (a case, a pot, two big

industrial screws), fire strikers, duration 10” - and of a participated

performance - pincers, barbed wire, documents to fill to take

responsibility. Total duration of the event.



The public is led to enter the Music Room, at the Western

entrance of the villa. The room is darkened and the artist

performs a sequence of metallic sounds by tapping and rubbing

the objects, obtaining a rhythmic refrain with rising tempo.

In the end, the lights are switched on revealing one of the

characters standing in the middle of the scene and wearing a pot

on his head, who then walks away. The audience will see him

again along the path that leads from the church porch to the big

lawn on the west side of the villa and that defines the

performative space. Along the pathway next to a barbwire fence,

the artist acting as the character wearing the pot on his head,

offers to the participants the opportunity to cut the barbwire with

pincers, after they signed a document that declares their full

responsibility for the act. (Text by Silvia Petronici)

A sonic ritual dedicated to metal, a material linked to

determination, followed by the invitation to perform an act of

freedom, which always implies accepting risk. (Antonio Irre)



Firstly staged on October 8th-9th, 2016, The Living Art, Spazio

Shed, Schio (VI), total surface area of the environment.

Relational Work. A table, two stools, an easel, A4 size paper, wax

pastels. In the background, another table with two panels on top

of it: on the former there are a vase, some branches and leaves,

and 42 letters made of bronze-coloured plastic; on the latter there

are a small stove, two beakers, some food colouring, and some

eggs.

nner Words



The project Parole Dentro (INNER WORDS) was presented for the

first time during The Living Art event, as part of a 38-hour

performance marathon. It’s a work of art that originates from the

reciprocal exchange between artist and spectator, where the

lines that define them blur. In exchange for their time entrusted

to the artist, the audience receives a brief and immaginative

portrait in words. If the participant accepts the artist’s invitation to

take part, then the artist can break a barrier to creating a work of

art in tandem, that both have signed for. However, the fate of the

work of art is already decided: it will soon end up being crumpled

or eaten. In a setting in between a street artist and an alchemists

laboratory, besides putting the ontology of the artwork to the

test, we try to find the added value of human relationships and

what it means to listen.







f you could

talk to me, 

what would

you like to ask

me? 2016. Relationship-based Work. Site specific installation. Format

repeated for 7 plants within the city area being made of bamboo

canes, a string, balsawood, paper, lapis lazuli, sultana, sugar and

leaves. Total surface area of the environment.



From a long time I think that a communication with plants is

possible. But what do we have to say? Starting from this question

the current work of art is born.

The artist invites the public who will find the device to use it as an
opportunity to interact with the vegetation. A relationship that
uses the human language of written words as a means to
establish contact, to look for a resonance with the vegetation.
The title interprets a possible curiosity of the plant, which
addresses humans, inviting them to ask it a question. Asking a
question after thinking it through, is already part of the answer
and can become point of the dialogue itself. It does not really
matter how and if the plant will ever answer, what matters is
putting yourself in the position of trying a connection. (Extract
from the critical review by Silvia Petronici)



he infinite 

garden

Firstly staged on 2016. Site Specific Performance produced by

Antonio Irre in collaboration with Aulò Teatro. Valle San Floriano,

Marostica.



The performance was held the 23 rd July 2016, next to a century

old oak and a group of abandoned houses where the artist had a

monologue inspired by the chapter by the same name in Italo

Calvino’s Palomar and from the Theory of Complex Systems.

The lawn is essentially a cultural construct, a decorative object
not only in our houses but also the composed mind,
contemplating something uniform, controllable ( although with
some effort) but mainly something compact and homogeneous.
Variety is our real nightmare. The diversity that arises among
things casts threatening shadows on our expectations of
normality, symmetry, stasis. Nature is not this way and neither are
we, who are part of it. Multiplicity and diversity, variety and
exchange, transformation and hybridization are the phenomena
that manifest the design of nature beyond our preconceived
notions and empirical categorizations. Nature give each place
its inimitable uniqueness. Observed closely the lawn is an
ecosystem rich with species, interdependent in their struggle for
life and death and at times e between flora and fauna.
As Mr. Palomar says the lawn is as the Universe, or better yet the
lawn is like life itself.
(Extract from the text of Silvia Petronici)





Primordial goo
and thickling froth.



radient

2015 Interactive installation. Table and chair; four small crude

metal containers filled with clay, papier maché, wood, leather;

brain wave reader, Pcs, VVVV software, videoprojector.

Produced in collaboration with Laura Bortoloni, Andrea Verzola

and Roberto Canepane, Martin Romeo, I’m Art, Museo

Internazionale della Maschera Sartori.



The installation displays the participant’s mood changes based on

the waves captured by an electroencephalography (EEG)

machine, visualizing the emotional and relational reactions

through a real time video-projection. In front of each participant

are different materials symbolizing a sort of new simulation of an

artisan creating a traditional chalk mask. The thoughts that each

user experiences while interacting with these materials are then

projected onto the screen with simple geometric shapes. The

experiment creates a process of inward listening and deep

awareness, while revealing a continuously changing perception

of reality and of their own “mask”.







uló teatro

From 2011-current.

Actor for third Theatre company Auló Teatro, Padova, Italy.



I have followed the Training in Third Theatre with the group Aulò

Teatro since 2011, and I am one of the event organisers for the

association MetaArte Arte&Cultura. During my training, I

attended a drama and theatre workshop by Luigi Maria Musati

(2011), a Masterclass by Dawid Zakowski (2012), stilts and music

workshops by Mario Barzaghi (Teatro dell’Albero) (2012, 2013)

and by Simone Lampis (2016), a laboratory of stage building with

Eugenio Barba e Julia Varley (2016), workshop with Jay Ruby

(stilts) and Gary Brakett from Living Theatre) (2017).





Shows:

2019 – Sogno blu

2018 – A lot of water/ So few water

2016 – The infinite garden

2014 – Charivarí

2014 – Moenia

2012 – La città del Foco

2011 – Vitae





RTWORKS



NTRODUCTION

Starting from his research as Performance Artist, Antonio Irre

developed series of works strictly linked to the performance itself, but 

that can live as standalone. 

Keywords are: relation, surrealism, cooperation.

The project “One” is a limited series born form the performance 

“Cattedrale sospesa / Suspended Cathedral”, where the heart of the 

performance is captured in a relationship-enhancer device.

The project “Parole Dentro Vintage / Inner Words Vintage Edition” 

starts from the same technique that Antonio uses in his performance 

“Parole Dentro”, that is portraiting using words. This time he is working 

on ancient, original black and white photos  from the 30’s and 40’s. 

The project “Serrature / Locks” applies the same technique to portraiting

the city, as seen from different points of view.



ne

Hand-made anatomical-hearth-shaped wax candle, brass stand,

brass wire.

Relationship-enhancer device..

17.5 cm x 8.5 cm x 3.5 cm

n.3 numbered pieces.



Inspired by the performance “Cattedrale sospesa / Suspended 

Cathedral” (Padova, Poetic Hotel, December 2019), Antonio Irre

created a limited edition of 3 pieces of an artistic device called 

“One”.

“One” is designed as relational device, inextricably uniting the 

destiny of two or more people.

In fact, each person puts a little object or a folded paper with some 

writings at the base of the candle. The heart-shaped candle lasts 

about 3 hours, a period of time during which the involved persons 

are asked to stay together, observing the melting candle.

Once the candle is over, wax is melted and therefore incorporates 

the objects at its base.

A thin wire of brass emerges while the candle is melt, such as an 

eternal spiral of smoke.







A serie of portraits using words, done on ancient photographic

portraits.

Collaborative co-production artworks with other selected artists.

arole dentro Vintage / Inner 

Words Vintage Edition



Inspired by the performance “Parole Dentro / Inner Words” (Italy, 

Sweden, 2016-2020), Antonio Irre created a series of artworks 

starting from ancient photographic portraits.

Using the same surrealist technique of the one used for the 

performance (that is capturing mental images while facing the 

person and transferring them into poetry), Antonio created 

works of art using superimposition on the photos.

Furthermore, for some of the works he asked to other colleagues 

to work together, so that a collaborative co-production is made:  

he selected the photos and performed the portrait, delivering 

that material to the fellow artist, who finish the artwork 

according to his/her own poetic. The result is a series of work 

called “Parole dentro Vintage / Inner Words Vintage Edition”



STA

by Antonio Irre

45 x 32 cm, vintage photograph

with original frame, print on acrylic. 

2018

First creation of the serie “Parole 

Dentro Vintage”

Sta, nella bruma tra i campi / roccia-
stele blu elettrico: / lo stiletto è 
riposto nel cuoio

He stays, in the haze of the fields / 
electric blue rock-stele: / stiletto is
put back into leather



SOTTO

by Antonio Irre

65 x 95 cm, vintage photograph

with original frame, handwriting on 

acrylic. 2020

Sotto le rocce / (intarsiato di corallo) 
/ bastone d’ulivo

Under the rocks / (inlaids with 
coral)  /  Olive wood stick



CANALE

by Antonio Irre and Matteo 

Schiavon

13.4 x 8.2 cm, vintage photograph, 

handwriting, gold leaf, indian ink. 

2019

Canale d’acqua quasi immobile / 
vomere giallo / incoraggia la terra

Almost-still water canal / yellow
ploughshare /  encourages the 
earth



Cartone ondulato e graffette / sottile linea blu elettrico / dalla pipa in 
radica e metallo

Corrugated fiberboard and staples /  electric-blue thin line /  from the 
metallic briar-root pipe 

CARTONE

by Antonio Irre and Paolo Danese

3 leaves 21 x 29.7 cm, vintage photograph, ink on paper. 2019



Filari di rose blu / un’auto lentamente se ne va / Il grembiule è colmo 
di latte

Rows of blue roses / slowly a car goes away /  apron is filled with milk

FILARI

by Antonio Irre and Chiara Coltro

25.5 x 126 cm, vintage photograph, watercolor on paper. 2019





GRANDI

by Antonio Irre and Federica 

Benegiamo

25 x 13.5 cm, vintage photograph, 

mordant on paper. 2019

Grandi come la luna / antiche 
spighe e papaveri / al galoppo 
batton la terra

As big as the moon / ancient ears
of wheat and poppies / at a gallop
beat the earth



VERTIGINE

by Antonio Irre and Federica 

Benegiamo

25 x 13.5 cm, vintage photograph, 

mordant on paper. 2019

Vertigine in picchiata. / Sventola la 
bandiera: / tra le susine scorre il 
ruscello

Nosedive vertigo /  a flag flaps / 
between plums a creek flows



NASTRI

by Antonio Irre and Federica 

Benegiamo

25 x 13.5 cm, vintage photograph, 

mordant on paper. 2019

Nastri di velluto blu / accarezzando 
YES! Yes! / nell’aurora boreale

Blue-velvet ribbons /  caressing YES! 
Yes! / into aurora borealis



A serie of portraits using words, realized about the city of Padova,

Italy, from 5 different point of views, that are the doors of the

ancient walls of the city.

errature / Locks



Using the same surrealist technique of the one used for the 

performance “Parole Dentro / Inner Words” (Italy, Sweden, 2016-

2020), (that is capturing mental images while facing the person 

and transferring them into poetry), Antonio experimented 

portraiting the city where he is currently based. 

A series of 5 works were done during a week, looking at the city 

from five different historical doors of the Reinassance walls of 

Padova.





SERRATURE – Porta San Giovanni

by Antonio Irre

25 x 30 cm, marker pen on glass. 

2018.

Ben strette, spalla a spalla / fanno 
l’occhiolino al tempo: /  
inarrestabile scorre il regresso

Well tight, shoulder to shoulder / 
they winks at time: / relentless
regression flows
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